ABOUT WWT
• Founded in 1990, now 6,000
employees around the world
• Nine years in a row on FORTUNE “100
Best Companies to Work For®” list
• Ranked #11 on FORTUNE “50 Best
Workplaces in Technology” list
• #1 partner with Cisco, Dell EMC,
NetApp, VMware, F5, Intel, Palo Alto,
Fortinet, Pure Storage and Infoblox
• Technology provider to more than
70 of the FORTUNE 100

OUR VISION

To be the best technology solution
provider in the world

OUR MISSION

To create a profitable growth company
that is also a great place to work

REVENUE GROWTH

With nearly $12B in annual revenue,
WWT is a financially strong, privately
held technology solution provider.

WWT brings today’s leading
technologies together
in a physical and virtual
environment, accessible
from anywhere in the
world on wwt.com.

WWT.COM • @WWT_INC

Enabling Digital Transformation
WWT demonstrates, develops, designs, builds and deploys integrated architectural solutions
and transformational digital experiences for our customers around the globe. We do this
through a collaborative ecosystem with thousands of IT engineers, hundreds of application
developers and unmatched labs for testing and deploying technology at scale.
Our Advanced Technology Center (ATC),
a physical campus accessible virtually
anywhere in the world through wwt.com,
is the perfect environment to test enterprise
technology through our suite of collaborative
technology labs, to evaluate reference
architectures, and to analyze and compare
competing products, powered by an ecosystem
of WWT engineers and OEM partners.
Delivering Strategy and Execution
Our services portfolio — Consulting, Application Development, ATC Lab Services, Infrastructure
Development, Supply Chain and Integration, and Strategic Staffing — supports organizations
from idea to outcome on every step of their digital transformation journeys.
WWT’s core technology areas — Automation and Orchestration, Carrier Networking, Data Center,
Digital Strategy, Digital Workplace, Multicloud Architecture, Networking, Security Transformation
— feature teams of experienced, industry-certified technology professionals who help
organizations implement the right technology solutions to achieve their ultimate business goals.
Supply Chain Integration Services
As companies embrace digital transformation, simplified supply chain solutions become critical to
enabling business success. But today’s supply chain is increasingly complex and interdependent
as organizations invest in strategic focus areas, leaving them reliant on multiple vendors that
have their own supply chains. When those supply chains are disrupted, the ripple effect travels all
the way to your end customer.
WWT simplifies this process, becoming your single point of contact to design, build, test and
deploy fully integrated systems on time and within budget.
• Accelerate time to market to boost competitive advantage, capture new business and
delight customers with accelerated product delivery.
• Increase predictability and visibility of large, multi-site rollouts to gain real-time insights and
flexibility to level load demand when plans change.
• Scale and streamline shipments of pre-configured, multi-vendor solutions.
• Optimize costs and transform the supply chain into a revenue generating part of the
business.

